Who Inspired You in Aviation?
How can you repay that gift?

Keep their spirit flying with tomorrow’s aviators… Let them inspire others as they inspired you!
The ‘Spirit of Los Angeles’ is an aircraft being built by EAA Chapter 40 / Project JACKPOT at Whiteman Airport:
 Local kids get hands-on experience building an actual aircraft
 Kids learn shop skills, basic aircraft structure, aircraft systems
 Kids learn teamwork, build character & personal responsibility
 Adults mentor, transfer knowledge, values & positive choices to kids
 Parents participate & learn… creating an airplane-friendly community
 Local bureaucrats, media, and politicians get a positive view of aviation

Zenith CH-750 Cruzer
 2 Place, LSA, all-metal trainer
 Traditional aircraft engine
 Safe, proven, robust design
 Docile low-speed handling
 Easy and quick to build

Your $99 donation (tax deductible) puts the name of your aviation mentor, inspiration, instructor, or fellow
pilot on The Spirit of LA ! You’ll keep their love of aviation alive, not just their name. Help them make a new
generation of pilots, designers, mechanics, and engineers.
Even after completion, The Spirit of LA will:
Provide free Young Eagles youth flights (we’ve flown 6000+ so far)
Let kids fly in something they built with their own hands
 Serve as an inspiration for other kids to pursue their dreams
Provide a low-cost aircraft for “lapsed” pilots to get current again
Keep retired or disabled older pilots active in aviation

Sponsor the name of your aviation inspiration today!
———————————————————— cut here and mail ————————————————————
Your Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: _______________________________________________________________________
E-mail: _____________________________________________ Phone: __________________________
Name of Your Aviation Inspiration to be on the Spirit of Los Angeles:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Make check to: EAA Chapter 40 San Fernando Valley 8860 Shoshone Ave. Northridge, CA 91325
EAA Chapter 40 San Fernando Valley is an IRS 501 (c)(3) Non-Profit Public Charity IRS EIN # 85-2355456
www.eaachapter40.com admin@eaachapter40.com www.facebook.com/EAAChapter40/

